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Jennifer is the owner and creator of the southern life and style brand,

Growing Up Texas. At a young age, Jennifer watched her mother build

a retail business from the ground up.  Jennifer learned what it takes to

be successful in the retail world and developed a strong background in

retail design and merchandising.

 

After graduating from Texas A&M University, she worked closely with

local retailers to help them build and grow their businesses in our

community.  A major turning point in Jennifer's career was the design

and development of a 8,000 square foot collegiate sports shop.

Jennifer learned that there are no tasks too small or big for her after

successfully transforming a vacant warehouse into a high-end Texas

A&M University boutique and shopping experience. 

 

It is through these experiences that Jennifer brings a unique set of

skills to her clients and inspires her readers through colorful stories of

her favorite retail brands, food and travel adventures.  

 

Jennifer's goal is to build strong partnerships with brands, like yours, to

bring her readers quality content through the latest retail and fashion

trends, culinary treats and travel experiences in the great state of

Texas and beyond. 

   

About Us



Jennifer creates mutually beneficial collaborations and inspirational partnerships with brands. From

product promotion to brand recognition, Jennifer illustrates every brand in it's unique way to her

readers.  

 

Let's Partner
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Growing Up Texas Deliverables

2 to 4 professionally produced lifestyle images of Client
XYZ's product
All images will be available via a Dropbox link for Client
XYZ to use in other marketing campaigns

Lifestyle Images:

2 Instagram Posts in main feed tagging product and
Client XYZ Instagram page.
2 Facebook Posts in main feed tagging product and
Client XYZ
Pinterest Post to Growing Up Texas corresponding
Board 
Growing Up Texas will use any hashtags, promo codes
or verbiage in posts at the direction of Client XYZ

Social Media:

Growing Up Texas Website:
250 to 500 word story featuring product images and a
direct link to Clinet XYZ's website and or social media.

Contact Jennifer directly to discuss partnership rates and
to customize a package that is meaningful to your brand!

Partnership Cost:



Contact Us

HelloGrowingUpTexas@gmail.com
 
 

512.431.0615
 
 
 

www.GrowingUpTexas.com


